Abstract. The present work investigates the learnability of classes of substructures of some algebraic structure: submonoids and subgroups of some given group, ideals of some given commutative ring, sub elds of a vector space. The learner sees all positive data but no negative one and converges to a program enumerating or computing the set to be learned. Besides semantical (BC) and syntactical (Ex) convergence also the more restrictive ordinal bounds on the number of mind changes are considered. The following is shown:
Introduction
The main topic of the present work is to study the learnability of some natural classes of sets de ned by an algebraic structure, so one considers learning ideals of rings, subgroups and submonoids of groups, subspaces of vector spaces, closed subsets of partially ordered sets and unars. The main mathematical motivation is the correspondence between two branches of mathematics, namely between learnability from positive data on the one hand and chain conditions within these algebraic structures on the other hand. The algebraic notions considered here are fundamental and prominent; the learning models are basic settings in the eld of inductive inference.
The rst striking connection is that the class of all ideals of a recursive ring is BClearnable from text i the underlying ring is Noetherian. Furthermore, this class is even Ex-learnable with a constant bound on the number of mind changes i the underlying ring is Artinian. This second learning criterion coincides also with the notion of teams of nite learners and is therefore less arti cial as the rst glance might suggest. Smith 42] gives an overview on the extensive study of this notion in the eld of learning recursive functions. These two correspondences are strong in the sense that they are invariant with respect to the representation of the ring. Further results show that this is not true for other criteria, for example, Ex-learnability of ideals depends heavily on the representation of the ring.
The second motivation for this work is the question which stood at the starting-point of the present research: what is the in uence of semantics on the process of learning in an abstract mathematical setting? Modelling semantic knowledge is a major problem in many applications of arti cial intelligence. An automatic translator searching for the Japanese translation of the English word \brother" has four choices: \ot oto" (my younger brother), \ot otosan" (your younger brother), \ani" (my older brother) and \on san" (your older brother). For nding the correct choice, the translator might have to hunt in the whole text for hints, for example, the author himself is visiting a secondary school while his brother is studying at the university so that the word \ani" is correct. This semantical knowledge is the main di culty for automatic translation, syntactic grammatical rules are easier to deal with. The semantics of abstract mathematical structures like rings are not only programs for the ring operations but also abstract knowledge on the ring like its length (if the ring is Artinian), enumeration procedures for the generators of maximal or prime ideals, the number of variables in polynomial rings and codes for the elements representing them. Such semantics can be exploited implicitly since the learning algorithm knows that some pathological cases cannot occur or useful additional properties of the classes to be learned are satis ed. But one can measure the in uence of semantics also explicitly: which knowledge must be given to a synthesizer in form of parameters and programs for algebraic operations in order to construct a learning algorithm. It turns out that the ability to synthesize a learner and the quality of the outcoming learner depend heavily on the amount of semantic knowledge provided to the synthesizer.
Basic Algebraic De nitions. Before de ning the algebraic structures, the reader should note, that within the present work, the operations + and are always taken to be commutative, that is a+b = b+a and a b = b a for all a; b. This is not essential for many theorems, but it makes proof and argumentation easier and helps also the reader to follow the theorems and proofs. Also the operations + and are always associative: a+(b+c) = (a+b)+c and a (b c) = (a b) c. Now further restrictions have to be introduced in order to de ne groups, rings and elds within this framework of structures with commutative and associative operations.
A group (G; +) has a neutral element, always denoted by 0, such that a + 0 = a for all a 2 G. This element is unique. Furthermore, there is for every element a the element ?a such that their sum equals 0. Quite prominent groups are the group (Z; +) of integers and (Q; +) of rationals. A monoid A is a subset of a group which contains 0 and is closed under +: whenever a; b 2 A then also a + b 2 A. The natural numbers (N; +) form a monoid where N = f0; 1; 2; : : :g. A subgroup (A; +) is a set which is closed under + and contains for every a also the inverse ?a. For example, (f: : :; ?4; ?2; 0; 2; 4; : : :g; +) is a subgroup of the integers. In a ring (R; +; ), the substructure (R; +) is a group with a neutral additive element 0. Furthermore, there is a multiplicative neutral element 1 and the distributive law has to be satis ed: a(b + c) = ab + ac for all a; b; c. An ideal is a subset A of a ring such that a + b 2 A for all a; b 2 A, ?a 2 A for all a 2 A and a b 2 A for all a 2 R and b 2 A.
Adding the multiplication, the integers (Z; +; ) and rationals (Q; +; ) are rings. The ideals and the subgroups coincide in the case of the integers, so every ideal there has the form f: : :; ?2a; ?a; 0; a; 2a; : : :g for some a 6 = 0 or is just f0g for a = 0.
A eld (F; +; ) is a ring with the additional property, that every a 6 = 0 has a multiplicative inverse b such that ab = 1. So a eld is a ring where (F ? f0g; ) is a group. The rationals and also the reals are examples for elds, but the integers are not a eld since there is no integer b such that 2 b = 1. Note that elds have only the two trivial ideals: f0g and F. But sub elds and subrings may be nontrivial structures.
A vector space (V; +; ) over some eld, say (Q; +; ), is a group (V; +) with a multiplicative operation on Q V. This multiplication satis es, for all elements a; a 0 A unar (U; f 1 ; f 2 ; : : :; f n ) is a set U equipped with some functions f 1 ; f 2 ; : : : ; f n of arity 1. Furthermore, partially ordered sets (P; v) are studied where it is always assumed that the ordering v is re exive (x v x) and transitive (x v y^y v z ) x v z). A subset A U of a unar is closed i , for every x 2 A, also the values f 1 (x); f 2 (x); : : :; f n (x) are in A. A subset A P is closed i , for every x 2 A and y v x, also y 2 A. The reason to study these two notions in parallel is that these notions coincide (up to many-one equivalence): on every unar (U; f 1 ; f 2 ; : : :; f n ) there is an ordering v such that a set A U is closed with respect to f 1 ; f 2 ; : : : ; f n i it is closed with respect to v and for every partially ordered set (P; v) there is a unar (U; f 1 ; f 2 ) and a many-one and onto mapping h : U ! P such that the closed sets A U are exactly those sets of the form A = h ?1 (B) where B P is closed with respect to v. In the special case of unars with only one function, the closed sets generated by exactly one element are just the well-known splinters 34, 46] .
Further information on algebraic de nitions can be found in textbooks like those of Cohen 13 ], Eisenbud 15] and Kaplansky 24] .
Recursion Theoretic Notation. A set A can be represented in two ways in recursion theory: by (a) a grammar or a program which generates every element in A but which does not give any information on the nonelements of the set and (b) a program which computes the characteristic function x ! A(x) of a set | A(x) = 1 if x is in the set and A(x) = 0 otherwise. A program e which generates the elements of A is called an enumerable index for A, a program which computes the characteristic function of A is called a characteristic index for A. These programs are taken from some xed acceptable numbering ' where a numbering ' is acceptable i for every other numbering there is a computable translation f such that e = ' f(e) for all e. Note that enumerable sets need not to be recursive, so some sets A have enumerable indices but not characteristic indices. Furthermore, the notation can be made more compatible by adjusting the de nition such that an enumerable index e for a set A is the index for a partial function ' e such that ' e (x) # = 1 for x 2 A and either ' e (x)" or ' e (x)# 6 = 1 for x = 2 A | in this case every characteristic index for A is by de nition already also an enumerable index.
A class S of sets is uniformly recursive i there is a sequence U 0 ; U 1 ; : : : of sets such that f(e; x) : x 2 U e g is recursive, every U e is in S and every set in S equals to some U e . The sequence U 0 ; U 1 ; : : : is called an indexed family for S. The class S is uniformly enumerable if the set f(e; x) : x 2 U e g in the de nition above is only enumerable but not necessarily recursive.
Within this paper, the coding of the mathematical structures is always done by indexing them with natural numbers. So the additive and multiplicative operations + and within the structures are always also operations on the codes in N. The coding is furthermore one-one except in the last chapter which also deals with coding where the equality is enumerable or the domain is a proper nonrecursive subset of N. Since the operations inside the mathematical objects are given by programs and not as abstract operations which one builds into the programs as oracle calls, one might expect that the information obtained is a bit more than in the model of Blum, Shub and Smale 9] . Nevertheless the results of the present work could also be executed by a machine doing these ring operations as oracle calls; much more information can be exploited from the knowledge of the semantic structure of the underlying objects than from the syntactic structure of the given programs. But presenting them as programs has the advantage that all operations within this work can be dealt within the uniform framework of recursive functions, although complexity theoretic aspects with respect to computation time or space (where oracle calls would have the cost 1) are lost since the learners have to deal with every, sometimes very ine cient, program for the algebraic operations.
More information on the theory of recursive and enumerable sets can be found in the books of Odifreddi 36] and Soare 43] .
Learning Theoretic Notation. Learning in the present work follows Gold style learning of languages in the limit 8, 12, 19, 37] . A language is generally an enumerable set, within this paper it is mostly a recursive set. The learning procedure receives a text which is an arbitrary sequence containing all elements of the set but no nonelement. For each such text T and each nite pre x T of the text, the learner produces an output M( ) which is a guess for a program to compute the characteristic function of the set to be learned. The most general notion of convergence is BC (\behaviourally correct"): it just requires that M learns a language L i M outputs for every text T of L and almost every T an index M( ) of L. A whole class S is learnable under a given criterion like BC i there is a recursive learner which learns every L 2 S from every text under this criterion.
A learner is called Ex (\explanatory") i it converges syntactically to an \explanation" for the language. Formally, a machine M Ex-learns a language L i M outputs on every text T of L for almost all T the same program e T for L. Note that every such algorithm can translated into an equivalent one which learns the same languages and in addition converges on every text to the same program e L for L 8, Theorem 2] .
The semantic convergence of a BC-learner is more general; almost all the programs output by a BC-learner generate the same language but they might look di erent due to syntactic di erences. This increases the learning power since such a learner succeeds for situations where it is impossible to check the equality of the generated programs. One cannot nd out whether the intended current guess di ers from the previous one and the criterion BC permits the leaner to output the new guess without knowing whether it is a real improvement of the old one or only rephrases it.
A more restrictive concept compared with the previous two is learning with a bounded number of mind changes. The learner may output only a constant number of di erent hypotheses among which the last one is correct. Freivalds and Smith 16] introduced the more general notion of bounding mind changes by ordinals: Here the learner has to count down an ordinal at every mind change and when the ordinal reaches 0, no further mind change is possible. For practical purposes it is often su cient to consider ordinals which can be expressed as polynomials in ! with positive integer coe cients. For example, the numbers 1, 3, ! + 2, ! + 5, 2! + 3, ! 2 + 4 and ! 3 are such ordinals given in ascending order. Note that in this notation, addition and multiplication of such ordinals are just the ordinary, commutative operations on polynomials with variable !. Set-theorists prefer a di erent notion of addition and multiplication since they want that i there is a with + = . But that postulate has the disadvantage that it admits only noncommutative operations for the ordinals. The class containing ; and all sets L n = fn; n + 1; : : :g is a quite natural example of a class learnable with the ordinal mind change bound ! but not with any constant mind change bound.
Since there is no in nite descending sequence of ordinals, it is clear, that a learner with an ordinal bound on the number of mind changes converges on every input text | even if the language generated by it is not enumerable and therefore de nitely not learnable. Osherson, Stob and Weinstein 37, Section 4.6.2] called such a learner con dent. Ambainis, Jain and Sharma 2] showed that also the converse holds: If a con dent machine M learns a class S of languages, then there is a recursive ordinal such that S can be learned with an bound on mind changes. Note that there is no default representation for all ordinals since for each representation scheme there is a recursive ordinal not representable in this scheme. So one has to construct both, the learner and the notation to represent the ordinals. This construction is not e ective and so it happens quite frequently, that one can construct a con dent learner but not obtain that the learner respects some ordinal mind change bound with respect to any given notation of ordinals.
Note that learning in the context of the present work is always learning from text or from positive data. There is an alternative model where the learner is eventually informed also over any non-element of the language to be learned, that is, the learner sees positive and negative data. But the interesting connections between learnability on the one hand and the algebraic structures on the other hand hold only for learning from positive data. Therefore and for bounding the area covered in the present work, only learning from positive data is considered.
Learning with Semantic Knowledge. Adleman and Blum 1] showed that the semantic knowledge, which programs are total and which not, allows to learn all recursive functions in the limit. In their approach it is even su cient to get this information in the limit. Formally this is done by using high oracles: Adleman and Blum 1] showed that exactly the high oracles allow to learn the class REC of all recursive functions in the limit.
Semantic knowledge is in the present work mainly knowledge on some mathematical structures linked to the languages to be learned. For example, if ideals within a ring are learned, the semantic knowledge might consist in programs which compute the ring operations. These programs may be i for the addition and j for the multiplication. Of course the learning algorithm depends on i and j: so given i and j, one has rst to synthesize the learner which then learns the ideal using some semantic knowledge also derived from i and j. Osherson, Stob and Weinstein 38] showed that synthesis can be quite di cult: there is no e ective procedure which synthesizes an Ex-learner for the nite class fW e ; W e 0g from grammars e and e 0 generating these sets. In the case of learning uniformly recursive families of languages or functions, synthesis is quite more powerful 5, 23, 29, 30, 31, 38, 47] . Note that synthesizing a learner via a recursive function and having a learner with parameters, which is correct for every xed legal value of these parameters, is the same concept | both can be transformed into each other. This holds in an abstract manner for all parameterized recursion theoretic procedures and recursion theorists deal with it as \substitution" or an application of the \S m n -Theorem" 36, Proposition II. 1.7] . Any nite class of recursive languages has an indexed family and an Ex-learner for the class can by synthesized from a program for the indexed family. Although there are learnable uniformly recursive classes where it is impossible to synthesize a learner from programs for indexed families 25], Kobayashi and Yokomori 29, 30, 31] showed that such a synthesis is possible if the given class satis es Noether's chain condition and does not have an in nite ascending chain of sets. The notions of syntactic and behavioural convergence coincide for uniformly recursive classes; thus Kobayashi and Yokomori 29] state their results for Exlearning. Later, they 31] investigated the learnability of certain classes of regular languages and studied to which extent this learnability is preserved under the formation of subclasses and the application of homomorphisms.
It might also be that the semantic information is provided by an oracle. Here synthesis is not longer possible but the program must be generic in the sense that it can deal with all admitted oracles. Kaufmann and Stephan 27] investigated this topic and showed that learning is possible if the oracle displays the semantic information according to some xed syntactic rules | such rules do not severely restrict the oracle but are necessary since it is already impossible to exploit the semantic information provided by the oracle i the learner has to succeed with every oracle of some given many-one degree.
The Ring of Integers
Within this section it is investigated to which extent it is possible to learn subsets of the integers which satisfy certain natural requirements. These subsets are either ideals within the ring (Z; +; ) or at least monoids, that is, closed under +. It is shown that learnability depends very much on the fact to which extent semantical information is accessible on the present coding of the natural numbers.
There are direct encodings of the integers into the natural numbers such that all operations (addition, negation and multiplication) are easily computable and codes for prominent numbers like 0 and 1 are known to the learner. The next theorem shows how one can learn in this standard model the classes of all ideals and monoids and gives optimal bounds on the mind change complexity which can be achieved. Later variants are considered where less information is present and therefore some of the speci c semantic of the integers is lost. It is then shown that either the complexity of the learning process goes up or learning becomes impossible at all. This loss of semantics makes it necessary to distinguish between a number x and the code a x representing it. Nevertheless relations and operations can also be carried out on the codes and x + y = z i a x + a y = a z .
Theorem 2.1 For the standard model, the class of the ideals of (Z; +; ) can be learned with mind change complexity ! and the class of the monoids of (Z; +) with mind change complexity ! 2 . These bounds are optimal.
Proof The proof makes use the following facts on monoids and ideals in Z: The monoid generated by E is an ideal i E contains both, positive and negative numbers. In this case the ideal I E is of the form I x = f: : : ; ?2x; ?x; 0; x; 2x; : : :g. If For the case of ideal learning, one has a quite straightforward algorithm by guessing f0g
if no positive number has yet been seen and by taking the ideal I x if x is the smallest positive number yet seen. All other information is irrelevant. Formally, the following algorithm is employed. At the beginning, x = 0, L = I 0 and counter = !. If x = 0 and some y > 0 appears in the text then let x = y, L = I y and counter = y. If x > 0 and some y with 0 < y < x appears in the text then let x = y, L = I y and counter = y. If L = f0g, then the hypothesis is kept on every text and the learner infers the language without any mind change. If L = I y with y > 0 then y will eventually appear in the text. At that time, either x = 0 or x > y since 1; 2; : : : ; y have not appeared in the text before. In both cases, the learner will make a mind change to I y and will keep the hypothesis forever since no element between 0 and y will come up in the future. It is easy to verify that the mind change bound is kept: the mind change from I 0 to some I x reduces the counter from ! to x and that from I x to some I y always reduces the counter from x to y since 0 < y < x. To see that ! mind changes are also necessary one should note that for every x < ! the ideals I 2 x+1, I 2 x, I 2 x?1, : : :, I 2 2, I 2 1, I 2 0 form an ascending chain of x + 2 sets which cannot be inferred with a constant bound x on the number of mind changes.
For the second case of learning monoids, one uses the algebraic facts from the beginning of this proof. The main idea is always to output the monoid generated by the current input E and make an update for the program only if some x = 2 A E appears. The main di culty of the following algorithm is to incorporate the mind change counter. Let gcd(x; y) denote the greatest common divisor of x; y where gcd(x; y) > 0 i x > 0 or y > 0; so gcd (?6 2 I x appears in the text then one computes z = gcd(x; y) and updates as above E = f?z; zg, L = I Z = A E and counter = z.
An algorithm for the characteristic function of A E can at every time be computed e ectively from E and so the only remaining part of the veri cation is that the mind change counter is updated appropriately. If the rst nonzero element occurs in the positive data, then the counter decreases from ! 2 to x!. If some y in f0; x; 2x; : : :g ? A E appears, then this y is in D E . So y is removed from D E while E and therefore A E is increased. Thus x! + jD E j will go down because of the decrease of the size of D E while x remains unchanged. If x is replaced by some smaller number because some y not being a multiple of x shows up then the mind change complexity counts down from x! to gcd(x; y)! + jD E j which allows to have an arbitrary large new set D E . If one changes from a monoid of either only positive or negative numbers to an ideal, then the counter goes down from ! or above to some z < !. In the last case of making a mind change from the ideal I x to another one, the counter is again reduced. So the mind change bound is kept correctly by the algorithm.
The necessity of the mind change bound ! 2 is now shown. Assume that some algorithm starts with mind change complexity x! + y and that the algorithm makes no mind changes without counting down its ordinal. Let L x;y = f2z 2 x : z 0g f(2z + 1) 2 x : z yg:
One easily sees that the set L x;y is closed under + and that L x;y L x 0 ;y 0 i x!+y < x 0 !+y 0 . Now as long as the guess of the learner is not L x;y , the text presents data from L x;y . If now the learner changes its mind to L x;y , the learner has to count down its ordinal counter to some value x 0 ! + y 0 < x! + y. From that moment on, the data items of L x 0 ;y 0 are presented until the learner makes a further mind change. After nitely many updates, the learner terminates with guessing some L x 00 ;y 00 while its ordinal is at x 000 ! + y 000 < x 00 ! + y 00 and the data presented is also from the set L x 000 ;y 000 . Therefore the learner fails to infer some set L x 000 ;y 000 from some text. The next theorem analyzes under which circumstances one can still recover all necessary informations on Z in order to learn with optimal mind change bounds. Theorem 2.2 Using the below information on (Z; +; ) one can synthesize a machine which Ex-learns characteristic indices from positive data and satis es the ordinal mind change bounds ! for ideals and ! 2 for monoids: (a) a program for a one-one mapping to the standard model; (b) a program for the addition, the code for 0 and the code for 1; (c) a program for the addition and a program for the multiplication.
Proof (a): Given the isomorphism ' e by its index, the learner translates every data x coming up in the text into ' e (x) and simulates the learning algorithm with the translated data in the standard model. The output e 0 is then retranslated via the function s given by ' s(e;e 0 ) (x) = ' e 0 (' e (x)). So the synthesis consists just of integrating the transformations to the input and translating the output into the learner from Theorem 2.1. This synthesis can clearly be performed by an algorithmic procedure.
(b): This case is mapped to (a) by generating the translation into the standard model. This mapping is constructed as follows: One knows already a 0 and a 1 with f(a 0 ) = 0 and f(a 1 ) = 1. Now one de nes inductively for x = 1; 2; : : : that a x+1 is the result of the addition applied to a 1 and a x and de nes f(a x+1 ) = x + 1. Furthermore, a ?x is the unique number such that the given addition procedure outputs a 0 for the input a ?x and a x ; clearly f(a ?x ) = ?x. Having f one proceeds as in (a).
(c): The only task is now to identify a 0 and a 1 . a 0 is the unique number with a 0 +a 0 = a 0 , a 1 is the unique number with a 1 + a 1 6 = a 1 while a 1 a 1 = a 1 . These numbers can be found by searching over all data and evaluating addition and multiplication.
An indexed family for a class of sets is a mapping i; x ! U i (x) such that the sets U i cover all sets in the class and such that every U i is in the given class. Such a class has the characteristic sample property, if for every set U i there is a nite subset E i such that E i U j , U i U j for all j. Kobayashi and Yokomori 29, 30, 31] showed that classes which have an indexed family and the characteristic sample property are Ex-learnable. The proof is e ective in the sense that a program for the mapping i; x ! U i (x) can be uniformly translated into a program for the learner. Fact 2.3 3, 29] Assume that for an indexed family U i there is a family E i of nite sets such that, for all j, E i U j , U i U j . Then it is possible to synthesize an Ex-learner which converges on every text of some U j to the least i with U i = U j . Namely, this learner assigns to input every the rst i j j such that range( ) U i and there are no j; x j j with range( ) U j and x 2 U i ? U j ; if such an i is not found, the algorithm outputs the symbol \?".
A notation of ordinals assigns to every code one xed ordinal such that their ordering is computable. An easy way to represent notations of ordinals is to identify them with enumerable and well-ordered set O Q. Recall that a set is well-ordered i there is no in nite descending sequence q 0 > q 1 > : : : of elements of this set. Usually notations of ordinals are also equipped with further operations to detect limit ordinals, successors and so on | but the negative result of the next theorem is obtained by diagonalizing against all well-ordered enumerable sets of rationals and therefore, these additional structures can just be ignored. Theorem 2.4 It is possible to synthesize con dent Ex-learners for the class of all ideals or all monoids in (Z; +; ) from the following data: (a) a program for an indexed family of the class; (b) a program for the addition. But there is no xed notation of ordinals such that the synthesized learner can succeed by bounding its mind changes with respect to this notation.
Proof For (a), let U 0 ; U 1 ; : : : be a uniformly recursive list of all monoids. The monoids of any group are closed under in nite intersection and in the case of the integers, they also satisfy the Noether-type condition that there are no in nite ascending chains of monoids. For such classes, Kobayashi and Yokomori 29, Theorem 12] showed that they are Ex-learnable by an algorithm which converges even on every text T to some i; the concept U i is then the intersection of all U j containing range(T). So the learner converges on every input text, even if the text does not belong to any monoid, to some index. So the synthesized learner converges on every text and is con dent. Furthermore, the construction of Kobayashi and Yokomori is uniform in the program of the uniformly recursive decision-procedure i; x ! U i (x).
By similar observations one can proof that it is also possible to synthesize an Ex-learner which converges on every text for the case of learning ideals. For exploiting data of type (b) it is su cient to state that a decision procedure for any monoid generated by A E can be computed from an index of the additive operation +. Then one obtains the uniformly recursive family U i by assigning the monoid generated by the i-th nite set E i to the index i.
Let U 0 just contain f0g where 0 is identi ed by searching for the rst y to satisfy y = y+y.
Without loss of generality, the sets E i with i > 0 are neither empty nor do they contain 0.
For each such E i = fy 0 ; y 1 ; : : : ; y k g one searches for an x i such that every y j equals some n j x i where n j is an integer and n j x i is computed by rst nding ?x i from x i if n j < 0 and then adding jn j j times either x i or ?x i , respectively. One can achieve in addition that the greatest common divisor m of all n j is 1; in the case m > 1 one just replaces x i by m x i . for some nite set D i and which be computed from the n j as indicated in the algorithm of Theorem 2.1. So one generate from the index of + a uniformly recursive family of all monoids and also one of all ideals and this completes the learnability result for data of type (b).
In this third part of the proof it is shown that the synthesis of the learner cannot respect any given notation of ordinals. Since (b) is a special case of (a) it is su cient to show the negative result for data of type (b). So let O be the given set of rationals without any in nite descending sequence which stands for a notation of ordinals. Now let M e be the learner produced if the index e of the addition is supplied. The addition is de ned via enumerating by some function f some subgroup of Q which is isomorphic to the integers. The function f de nes + implicitly by a + b = f ?1 (f(a) + f(b)). Let A is isomorphic to fn y : n 2 Zg and B = fn x : n 2 Zg. Therefore M e had to produce an index for A. But this index is either produced without counting down the ordinal in O or has at f ?1 (x) an unde ned place or outputs at f ?1 (x) a value di erent from 0. So M e either violates the mind change bound with respect to the notation O of ordinals or produces an index which does not compute the characteristic function of the ideal A = fz : f(z) = n y for some n 2 Zg. This completes the proof for the case of the ideals and since the class of the ideals is a subclass of the monoids, it is also for the class of the monoids impossible to synthesize a learner for it using the given notation O of ordinals. The loss of the concrete ordinal bound is mainly due to the fact, that knowledge on the addition alone is not su cient to identify the code for 1. The next result shows that it is even worse not to know the 0: then learning is impossible at all. Let G be a copy of Z on which a translation f : G Z ! G assigns to every code a and every integer n the \n-th neighbour" of a. Such an operation is still near to the addition, but it hides every incidence which number is 0. Therefore the learner has not only to learn the monoids but also to learn every structure which cannot be distinguished from a monoid like for example the set corresponding to f?2; ?1; 0; 1; 2; : : :g in G. This makes it impossible to learn monoids. Theorem 2.5 Let f : G Z ! G be a translation on the copy G = g(Z) of the integers via some unknown bijection g, that is, f(g(x); y) = g(x + y) for all x; y 2 Z. Then it is impossible to synthesize any machine which BC-learns the class of monoids in G from positive data where the monoids in G are just the sets of the form g(A) for monoids A in Z. Proof g hides every information on the position of the 0 and f does also not reveal this information. So it is impossible to nd out which of the sets A a = fa; f(a; 1); f(a; 2) : : :g equals to g(f0; 1; 2; : : :g), so any of them can be a monoid. Thus a learner has to identify every class A a from positive data and also their union which is the monoid g(Z). This is impossible for the learning criteria Ex and BC.
3 Noetherian Rings Noether 35 ] studied rings without in nite ascending chains of ideals. She characterized these rings as those where all ideals are generated by a nite subset of their elements. Due to this and further results, these rings were named after her. The next result gives a further characterization of the recursive Noetherian rings among all rings with recursive ring-operations: they are the rings whose class of ideals is learnable. Theorem 3.1 Let (R; +; ) be a ring with recursive ring operations and let S be the class of all ideals in this ring. Then the following statements are equivalent: (a) (R; +; ) is Noetherian; (b) Enumerable indices for S can be BC-learned from positive data; (c) A machine, which BC-learns enumerable indices for S from positive data, can be synthesized from programs for + and .
Proof For (a ) c), let M i;j assign to every string the ideal generated by range( ) using the additive operation + given by the index i and the multiplicative operation given by the index j. For every and every ideal I containing all elements of range( ) it holds that M i;j ( ) outputs some set enumerating some ideal J such that range( ) J I. If the learner has enough seen of some text for I, then all elements of a nite set generating I have already shown up in the text and J = I. So M i;j BC-learns enumerable indices for ideals in (R; +; ). For (b ) a) and let M be an BC-learner for S. For every ideal I, M has a locking sequence such that range( ) I. Now let J be the ideal generated by the nite set range( ), clearly J I. For every 2 J it follows that M( ) outputs an index for I. Since M also learns J it follows that I = J and so I is nitely generated. The ring (R; +; ) is Noetherian.
Applications Baur 7] obtained some of his results in a very general setting where he did not consider concrete ideals generated by nite sets E but only an abstract hull operation in a countable universe which assigns to every E the hull I(E) in the sense that I(I(E)) = I(E), I(E) I(E 0 ) whenever E E 0 and I(E) = n I(fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n g) if E = fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :g is in nite. Within such a setting, he de ned Noetherian hull operations as those where every set E has a nite subset E 0 such that I(E) = I(E 0 ). For these structures one can show that corresponding versions of the Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 hold; so they hold in particular for learning subgroups or monoids within a basic group (G; +).
Considering Angluin's model of uniformly computable families 3], Kobayashi and Yokomori 29, Theorems 11 and 12] obtained a general result which implies a parallel theorem for rings whose ideals are uniformly recursive. They used only the abstract property of the monoids and ideals that they are closed under in nite unions. Note, that in the world of uniformly recursive families there is no di erence between BC-learning and Ex-learning. Fact 3.2 29] Let S be a uniformly recursive family closed under in nite union. Then S is Ex-learnable from text i S is Noetherian (in the sense that there are no in nite ascending chains of sets in S). So there are rings where BC-learning can be improved to Ex-learning, namely those where S is uniformly recursive. Herrmann 7, 21] showed that the standard representations of the rings (Q x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ]; +; ) satisfy the property (b) of Theorem 3.3 and so these rings are examples for rings where the class of all ideals is Ex-learnable.
Angluin 3] called a learner consistent, i the data seen so far is generated by the current hypothesis, that is, range( ) W M( ) for all . Angluin (b) The set U = f(n; x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ; y) : y 2 I(fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n g)g is recursive.
(c) Some class-comprising, consistent and conservative machine M learns S.
Proof (a ) b): The ideals are uniformly enumerable since the ring operations and the equality are recursive, so also U is enumerable. Furthermore, the class S of all ideals is uniformly recursive witnessed by some indexed family U 0 ; U 1 ; : : : and so one has that y = 2 I(fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n g) , (9e) y = 2 U e^x1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n 2 U e ]:
So the set U is enumerable and coenumerable, thus recursive.
(b ) c): Let the learner M output the grammar e( ) where is the rst pre x with range( ) I(range( )) and e is a recursive function with W e( ) = I(range( )) for all strings . Since U is a recursive set, the learner M is also recursive. M is consistent and class-comprising by de nition. So it remains to show that M is conservative. Assume by way of contradiction that there are ; such that M(
Then I(range( )) = I(range( )) and they have a rst common pre x with I(range( )) being the same ideal. It follows that M( ) and M( ) both output the same program e( ) in contradiction to the assumption. So M is conservative.
(c ) a): Let M be the given learner and x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ; y any ring elements. Since M is consistent, the output e = M(x 1 x 2 : : : x n ) generates a set W e containing the data seen so far. Since M is class-comprising, W e is an ideal. Furthermore, if 2 I(fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n g) then M(x 1 x 2 : : : x n ) = e by the conservativeness. So W e = I(fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n g). From the consistency it follows that M(x 1 x 2 : : : x n y) 6 = e for y = 2 I(fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n g) and one has that y 2 I(fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n g) , M(x 1 x 2 : : : x n y) = M(x 1 x 2 : : : x n ) for all n; x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ; y. Thus there is an indexed family containing exactly the nitely generated ideals with the indices running over all strings x 1 x 2 : : : x n . Since the ring is Noetherian, this indexed family contains already all ideals. The next result states that whenever one can improve the standard BC-learning algorithm then this improvement is a major one: Given any algorithm which can either Ex-learn enumerable indices or BC-learn characteristic indices, one can nd e ectively a better Ex-learner which is con dent and outputs characteristic indices. So Noetherian rings have either bad or good learning qualities, but nothing in between. Most Noetherian rings are already \almost good" learnable, in particular any ring whose structure is a bit helpful for learning. It takes a quite involved construction for getting a Noetherian ring which has only bad learning quality. Proof (a): Fulk 17] showed that every Ex-learner for a class of languages can be modi ed such that the learner on every text for every language on the class ends up in a locking sequence. Now such a learner M is transformed within two stages to a learner N satisfying the desired requirements. First characteristic indices f( ) based on the information already seen are computed. The programs f( ) may be faulty for some strings but they are total and correct for all su ciently long pre xes T for texts T of languages L 2 S. Note that there is an e ective way to generate for every enumerable set W e the ideal I(W e ) generated by W e . Now one de nes the following program associated to by interpreting the behaviour of the recursive learner M:
If both conditions are satis ed, then the output is an arbitrary one, if none are de ned, then the function is unde ned at x. Given some ideal L, some text T for L and some locking sequence for the ideal I(T) generated by range(T). This transformation only uses the build-in operations + and of the ring and is independent of the learner M. One can realize the transformation such that the elements at the even positions of g(T) are | just a bit delayed | those of T while those at the odd positions are generated from some enumeration of all elements contained in the ideal of T and pasted between the original elements. The procedure to nd these elements to be pasted in is just to check at every stage s which is the rst number which on one hand had not occurred within the rst s ? 1 elements of g(T) and which on the other hand is enumerated into the ideal generated by T within s steps. Thus one obtains that every text T is translated into some text g(T) for the ideal generated by the elements of T. The translation is e ective and the function g is also de ned on strings by assigning to every the rst 2j j elements of g(T) which depend only on . Now both functions f and g are combined to give the desired learner N. N( ) = f( ) for the rst g( ) with M( ) = M( ) for all 2 range(g( )) of length up to 2j j ? j j.
It is easy to see that N picks up in the limit the value f( ) for some locking sequence of g(T). Furthermore, since M converges on every g(T), N converges on every text T, for whatever set it is. So N is con dent. If both cases are de ned, then the program f( ) takes just the rst one to occur. Now the new learner N combines f and g such that N( ) = f( ) for the rst g( ) such that there is no x 2 range(g( )) with ' f( );j j (x)# = 0. The veri cation is similar to the previous case, with the main di erence, that f( ) is total for every since the whole behaviour of M on texts beginning with g( ) on the ideal I(range( )) is analized. Note that by de nition, N translates any text T into the text g(T) on which M has to converge and thus N is con dent. Until now one does not have a ring-theoretic characterization for those rings whose ideals are Ex-learnable. But there is some recursion-theoretic one for the class of these ideals. This characterization can also be generalized to the Ex-learnable classes S of all sets generated a hull-operation. Theorem 3.5 Let (R; +; ) be a Noetherian ring, let S be the class of its ideals and let I(D) denote the ideal generated by the nite set D. Now S is Ex-learnable i there is a recursive function f dominating the time to enumerate the elements of any given ideal.
More precisely, S is Ex-learnable i every J 2 S has a nite subset D such that J = I(D) and every x 2 J is enumerated into I(D) within f(x) computation-steps.
Proof For the proof, let I t (D) denote the elements enumerated into I(D) within t computation steps; without loss of generality every element of D itself is contained in any I t (D). Assume that M is an Ex-learner for S. Following Theorem 3.4, M can be chosen such that, for every sequence T, there is a T which is a locking-sequence for the ideal generated by T. Now one de nes f as follows:
f(x) is the rst time t x such that, for all 2 f0; 1; : : : ; xg x and for all y 2 f0; 1; : : : ; xg, either y 2 I t (range( )) or M( z t ) 6 = M( ) for some z 2 f#; yg. Now one shows that f is total. So given any 2 f0; 1; : : :; xg x and any y 2 f0; 1; : : : ; xg, the search terminates in each of the following three cases: y 2 I(range( )). Then there is such a step t when y is in I t (range( )) and the search terminates. y = 2 I(range( )) but M( ) is an index for set not containing y. Then M( y t ) di ers from M( ) for some t since M converges on the sequence y 1 to a program for an ideal containing y. y = 2 I(range( )) and M( ) is an index for a set containing y. But M converges on the sequence # 1 to an index for the ideal I(range( )) and so there is a t such that
So f is total and it remains to show the domination property. Given an in nite J there is a locking sequence 2 J and a u such that 2 f0; 1; : : : ; ug u . Now let D = f0; 1; : : : ; ug\J. One might assume that the class S of all ideals is Ex-learnable i it is uniformly recursive. But the next result disproves this assumption. Baur 7] constructed a ring where S is not uniformly recursive. It is shown below that S is still Ex-learnable. n 0 = mm 0 nn 0 and m n + m 0 n 0 = mn 0 +m 0 n nn 0 . It easy to see that by operating on pairs and taking an enumerable set H, one obtains again a ring with a representation on which the ring operations are recursive. The de nition of the equality gives that the equality is enumerable in the sense that the set f(a; b) 2 R H R H : a = bg is enumerable. But Baur 7, Satz 3.4] showed that, for every Noetherian ring with enumerable equality, the equality is in fact already recursive. Example 3.6 Let Q be an enumerable but not recursive set of prime numbers and let H be the multiplicative closure of Q. Then the ring (Z H ; +; ) has a recursive representation, the class of its ideals are not uniformly recursive in any of its recursive representations and an Ex-learner with mind change bound ! can be synthesized from programs for + and .
Proof Since Q is enumerable, so is also H and the set Z H represented by fq 2 Q : (9h 2 H) q h 2 Z]g:
Now one shows that every representation with recursive additive and multiplicative operations is e ectively isomorphic to this one: the code for 1 is uniquely de ned by 1 + 1 6 = 1 1 1 = 1, 0 satis es 0 + 0 = 0^0 0 = 0. Having 1 and 0 one can enumerate the codes for the integers and nd, for any code a, two integers m; n with a m = n^m 6 = 0. So one knows that a stands for m n . It is su cient to work in some standard representation. From now on the coding is ignored.
The set P of all prime numbers is recursive and its proper subset Q is enumerable but not recursive. Baur's proof 7, Beispiel 1] that S is not uniformly recursive is based on the observation that a prime number p is outside P i there is an ideal I 2 S which contains p but not 1. So given an indexed family U 0 ; U 1 ; : : : for S one has for any p 2 P that p = 2 Q , (9e) p 2 U e^1 = 2 U e ] and P ? Q is enumerable. This contradicts the fact that Q is not recursive and thus such an indexed family U 0 ; U 1 ; : : : cannot exist.
The integers are also a recursive subset of Z H . The learning algorithm is now just based on the fact that every ideal I is already fully determined by the subset I \ Z: a number n m 2 Z H with m coprime to n is in I i n 2 I i n 2 I \ Z. So it is su cient to learn the ideals I \ Z and use for this the algorithm from Theorem 2.1, each output e generating a subset of Z has to be replaced by e 0 generating Z H W e which equals to I whenever e is an index for I \ Z.
While BC-learners outputting enumerable indices can be synthesized from programs for + and , this is not longer possible for Ex-learners or BC-learners outputting characteristic indices, even in rings of the form (Q x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ]; +; ). Since the constructions in Theorem 3.4 are e ective, it is su cient to show that it is impossible to synthesize an Ex-learner outputting characteristic indices. Theorem 3.7 Let i and j be indices for the operations + and such that they de ne a ring either isomorphic to (Q x]; +; ) or to (Q x; y]; +; ). Then it is impossible to synthesize from given i and j a machine, which Ex-learns the characteristic function for some default ideal of this ring from positive data.
Proof Assume by way of contradiction that the parameterized learner M i;j Ex-learns at least the default ideal A generated by fxg from positive data. The positive data can be generated from a code a x for x and i and j; therefore one can use directly the sequence e 0 ; e 1 ; : : : generated by M i;j on these data. One takes a x = 1 so that this parameter is xed. Using the Fixed Point Theorem 36, Theorem II.2.10], one can x also i and j such that the construction below knows the sequence e 0 ; e 1 ; : : : and can use it for diagonalization. Note that a partial sequence can be made total by just repeating the last value e n until e n+1 shows up and so the sequence is in nite and recursive below. But the construction will always output valid ring operations for this case, so that it diagonalizes any given sequence. Note that it is essential to the construction, that the code of y is not xed, but some approximation is used which may change nitely often during the construction if y exists and in nitely often if y does not exist. Now let B be the set of all polynomials which only contain the variable x or are constant and C be the set of all polynomials in which y occurs properly. So xy and x + y + xy is in B since y can be eliminated from this expression. Now one de nes the operations + and implicitly by assigning to every code a a polynomial f(a) 2 B C such that a + a 0 = a 00 i f(a) + f(a 0 ) = f(a 00 ) according to the rules of polynomial addition; similarly for the multiplication. Within the enumeration, one might decide to cancel the variable y: then one replaces all occurrences of y by a su cient large power of x and reintroduces y afterwards. Now the formal de nition for each stage s of the algorithm follows.
In stage 0 only f(0) = y and in stage 1 just f(1) = x is de ned. In the following let a y be always the current code for y, that is, a y is the code with f(a y ) = y. Note that a y = 0 after stage 0 until an explicit update occurs. Now let s 2.
If s is odd and ' es (a y ) evaluates to 0 within s steps then Find the largest n such that x n occurs in some monomial of the polynomial f(a) for a < s. Then for all a < s, replace each occurrence of y in some polynomial f(a) by x n+1 . Afterwards, reintroduce y by de ning f(s) = y and a y = s. else If s is even then let p be the rst momentarily unused polynomial in B else let p be the rst momentarily unused polynomial in C. Let f(s) = p. Go to stage s + 1. First one should note, that f is in the else-case always extended as an one-one function and that f is in the then-case adapted such that the one-one condition is kept: y is replaced by such a high power of x that every two di erent monomials x k y h and x k 0 y h 0 are transformed to di erent powers x k+h(n+1) and x k 0 +h 0 (n+1) , respectively, since k; k 0 2 f0; 1; : : : ; ng. Furthermore, since y is replaced consistently, it holds that relations like f(a) + f(a 0 ) = f(a 00 ) and f(a) f(a 0 ) = f(a 00 ) remain untouched if the change occurs at some stage s > a; a 0 ; a 00 . So one computes a + a 0 by waiting for the rst stage s such that there is a 00 < s with f(a) + f(a 0 ) = f(a 00 ) and de nes then a + a 0 = a 00 ; similarly the multiplication is implemented.
If the algorithm goes in in nitely many stages s through the then-part, then the even stages ensure that every polynomial in B is in the range of f. Furthermore, every occurrence of y in some f(a) is eventually transformed into a power of x and so the ring constructed is isomorphic to (Q x]; +; ). It follows that + and are total operations in this case.
If the algorithm goes only in nitely many stages s through the then-part, then there is a stage t such that from this stage on y remains untouched. Now the even stages guarantee that all polynomials in B and the odd stages guarantee that all polynomials in C are in the range of f. So the ring constructed is isomorphic to (Q x; y]; +; ) and the operations + and are total also in this case.
Now it remains to show that the sequence e 0 ; e 1 ; : : : does not converge to a program for the ideal A: If the algorithm goes in in nitely many stages s through the then-case, then ' es (a y ) = 0 at these in nitely many stages s, but all these a y become later elements of A since y is replaced by some x n+1 . So the algorithm outputs in nitely often some incorrect program. Otherwise the algorithm goes only nitely often through the then-case. Then the value a y is changed only nitely often and the last value in this sequence codes indeed y, an element not in A. But the sequence e 0 ; e 1 ; : : : either does not converge or if it converges to a program e then ' e (a y )" _ ' e (a y )# > 0. In all three cases, the sequence e 0 ; e 1 ; : : : does not converge to a program which correctly computes that A(a y ) = 0 and it follows that it is impossible to synthesize the requested learner from indices for + and only. The method to construct this example can be adapted to construct a Noetherian ring such that its ideals cannot be learned from text under the criterion Ex. Recall that any Ex-learner outputting enumerable indices for the ideals can be transformed into learners outputting characteristic indices so that one can without loss of generality consider Ex-learner of the latter type. Theorem 3.8 There is a Noetherian ring such that the class of its ideals is not Ex-learnable. Proof The main task is to construct the ring. One starts with the rational numbers and adds in nitely many variables where, for each k with W k being nite, the variables x k , x 0 k = p p k x k , y k and y 0 k = p p k y k are added and, for each k with W k being in nite, only the variables x k and x 0 k . Hereby p k is the k-th prime number.
The technique to do obtain this ring R is just similar to the one Theorem 3.7 with the di erence, that it is executed in parallel for all k. So besides x k and x 0 k one also always has candidates for y k and y 0 k . Whenever a new element is enumerated into W k then one rede nes the old candidate for y k to be x n k x k and the old candidate for y 0 k to be x n k x 0 k for a suitable n. After removing the old candidates for y k and y 0 k , new candidates for the variable are reintroduced. If W k is nite, then this process happens only nitely often and so some candidates become y k ; y 0 k ; that is y k and y 0 k exist in the ring. Otherwise W k is in nite and all candidates for y k ; y 0 k become elements of the ideal generated by x k and x 0 k . Now let I k denote the ideal which is generated by the basis x k ; x 0 k if y k ; y 0 k do not exist and by the basis x k ; x 0 k ; y k ; y 0 k if y k ; y 0 k exist. In the second step one takes the set H of all polynomials over the variables which are not contained in any ideal I k . This set is recursive and closed under multiplication. Let R H = f b c : b 2 R;c 2 Hg denote the localization of R over H. For each ideal I k there is now a corresponding ideal J k in R H and this ideal J k is even maximal. The ring (R H ; +; ) also has recursive operations for + and .
The ring R H is Noetherian: All prime ideals are generated either by x k ; x 0 k or by y k ; y 0 k or by x k ; x 0 k ; y k ; y 0 k (provided that y k and y 0 k exist). So every prime ideal is nitely generated and the ring is Noetherian 24, Theorem 8]. As mentioned before Example 3.6, the equality is recursive. So one can easily recode the ring such that + and remain recursive while on the other hand every element of the ring has exactly one unique code. has this universal quanti er implicitly: 1 is never enumerated into J(a; b). So it shows that the 2 -hard set fk : W k is in niteg would be 2 , a contradiction. Thus such a learner M cannot exist. No algebraic characterization of the Ex-learnable rings is known and it is quite probable that there is no nice one. Nevertheless, one can give a recursion-theoretic characterization:
The 
Proof As the necessity of high Turing degrees follows from the preceding theorem, one only shows that high Turing degrees are su cient to compute such a learner. Let A represent a given high Turing degree and B be the halting problem relative to A.
Given any nite set F, the programs for + and allow to compute an enumerable index for the ideal generated by F. This ideal is recursive since the ring is Noetherian and so there is procedure recursive in B which assigns to this ideal its minimal characteristic index. This is the only part where parameters of the ring go into the learning process and so, programs for + and are su cient to do it.
As just seen, one can assign to every string the minimal characteristic index e( ) of the ideal generated by range( ) using the oracle B and the two programs. The function e has an A-recursive approximation e s . The learner works now as follows:
M( ) = e j j ( ) for the rst such that ' e j j ;j j (x) is either unde ned or 1
for all x 2 range( ). Within learning rings, it will be shown that a constant bound n on the number of mind changes have a strong connection to the form of the ring. This connection is based on the Fact 4.1 Every Artinian ring has a nite length n where n is the maximum number such that there is a chain I 0 ; I 1 ; : : :; I n of ideals. Finite chains can be ordered ascending as well as descending, so for the ease of notation a nite chain is always ascending. In such a chain, I 0 is the ideal f0g and I n is the whole ring.
Furthermore, there is no ideal J properly between two neighbouring elements of a maximal chain, so I m J I m+1 cannot happen for m < n. This concept of length allows now to characterize the Artinian rings in terms of learnability of their ideals. Artinian rings satisfy condition (b) of Theorem 3.3 | then there is a learner which always outputs the ideal generated by the current data and makes a syntactic mind change only if there is a semantical one. It follows that the structure of the ideals determines the number of mind changes and so the mind change bound is kept. If M is a learner for S which keeps mind change bound n then there cannot be a chain I 0 ; I 1 ; : : :; I n ; I n+1 in S since then M can be forced to output n + 2 guesses. So every chain has at most length n+1 and there are no in nite chains. So the underlying ring is Artinian and has length n.
So it remains to show that the synthesis is possible. Let i; x ! U i (x) be an indexed family for the ideals of a given Artinian ring and let n be its length. Other parameters are not required by the below learning procedure.
Note that every ideal is part of a chain of length n. So one enumerates a set C of all chains (I 0 ; I 1 ; : : :; I n ) of length n as follows:
If If U i 0 ; U i 1 ; : : :; U in are a chain of ideals then I m = U im and so every chain is in C. Furthermore, whenever (I 0 ; I 1 ; : : : ; I n ) 2 C then I m I m+1 for all m < n where the inclusion is due to the construction and the properness is witnessed by x m+1 . As all U i k are ideals, so is their intersection. The learning algorithm is de ned inductively and starts at input with counter n and the ideal I 0 .
If 2 I m for m < l and so they have length m. Now every ideal generated by fx 0 ; x 1 ; : : :; x m g is I m and so the set fx 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x l g generates I l . Since this generator is a subset of range( a) and range( a) a subset of I l , the guess M( a) is correct for the current data whenever M( a) 6 = M( ).
Furthermore every mind change increases the length of the output hypothesis, thus there are at most n mind changes and if one starts with counter n and counts at every mind change down by exactly 1, the learner satis es the mind change bound.
So it remains to show that the learner converges on every text for an ideal J to the correct index. If one does not care on the constant and would allow a larger constant bound, then one can give an algorithm which synthesizes a learner with some constant bound on the number of mind changes for every Artinian ring from a program of an indexed family for its ideals. This learner approximates l from below and takes for l always the largest yet seen number n such that there are x 0 ; x 1 ; : : :; x n and indices i 0 ; i 1 ; : : : ; i n with U im (x k ) = 1 i k m. As explained in the proof of the theorem above, one can then always generate a chain of length n by taking I m = U im \ U i m+1 \ : : : \ U in . This learner makes then at most 1 + 2 + : : : + n mind changes for learning the ideals of a ring of length n. Somehow, the actual constant bounding the number of mind changes cannot be known only from inspecting the program for the indexed family; so one has again a learner which respects an ordinal mind change bound, but not for a given notation of ordinals. Corollary 5.5 shows that one cannot generate a learner respecting constant mind change bounds from programs for + and plus the length n of the ring.
The next theorem looks at the concrete class of all ideals within the Noetherian ring (Q x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ]; +; ). Hermann 21] showed that the class of all ideals is uniformly recursive and thus learnable. So the accent lies more on the complexity than on the existence of the learning process. The learner knows the dimension n, programs for + and as well as codes for the important elements 0, 1, x 1 , x 2 , : : :, x n in advance. It is shown that ! n is the optimal ordinal mind change bound under these circumstances. Theorem 4.3 The class S of all ideals in (Q x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ]; +; ) can be learned with mind change bound ! n from positive data but not with any mind change bound < ! n .
Proof For the case n = 0, one starts with the ordinal 1 = ! 0 and updates the ideal to Q while counting down the ordinal to 0 whenever two di erent numbers have occurred in the text. Now the result is extended inductively from n to n + 1. Let R abbreviate Q x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ] and use just x instead of x n+1 . The ideals in (R; +; ) are nitely generated, learnable with mind change bound ! n and there is a recursive mapping which assigns to every ideal I in R represented by any nite set of generators a xed ordinal (I) ! n such that (I) < (J) whenever I J. where the empty sum in the case that a k = 0 is de ned to be 0. Both sums are nite, so the outcome is well de ned. Furthermore, the de nition is unique and computable. Now one shows that (I) < (J) whenever I J: Let the values a 0 ; a 1 ; : : :; a n for I as above and b 0 ; b 1 ; : : :; b n be the corresponding bounds for J { for formal reasons one also uses a n+1 = 0, b n+1 = 0, n+1 (I m ) = 0 and n+1 (J m ) = 0 for all m. Now assume that k n is the highest level such that k (I m ) 6 = k (J m ) for some m. The coe cients for ! k 0 with k 0 > k +1 are then the same for both functions. Also the part 
. It follows that k (I m ) = k (J b k ) for m a k and that a k b k . There is some m < a k such that k (I m ) < k (J m ) and it follows that P m<a k k (I m )! k < P m<b k k (J m )! k . If k = 0 the proof is now complete here, but if k > 0 one has to analyze the other part of the sum for ! k which depends on the limit for k?1 (I m ) and k?1 (J m ). Since for su ciently large m the coe cients for ! k ; ! k+1 ; : : :; ! n+1 coincide, one knows that in the one related to I is at most as large as that one for J and obtains that k?1 (I a k?1 )! k k?1 (J b k?1 ). So one knows that the coe cient for ! k is at (I) strictly below that of (J). The case distinction gives clearly that (I) < (J) whenever I J. Now taking the ideal I = f0g, one knows that (I m ) = ! n and so (I) = ! n+1 is the maximal value associated to any ideal. where equality holds on one side i it holds on the other side of the equivalence \,". If M is now a learning S from positive data with an ordinal mind change bound < ! n , one can now diagonalize M by starting presenting a text for I ! n = f0g. Now one waits until M converges to an index for I ! n and takes the ordinal . Now the text is extended by adding all elements from I into it. Then M has to make a mind change and to count down to some < . Now the procedure repeats by always presenting elements from I until a mind change to I is made and the ordinal is counted down below . At the end, the algorithm ends up with some ordinal in the counter and a text for I while the guess is still for some wrong ideal. So the mind change bound ! n is also necessary. One might ask whether such a learner can be synthesized from indices for the recursive operations + and and the number n of the variables. The next theorem shows that this does not work since one could otherwise also synthesize an Ex-learner (without mind change bounds) from programs for + and only in contrary to Theorem 3.7.
Theorem4.4 It is impossible to synthesize a learner for the ideals in (Q x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ]; +; ) using a xed notation O of ordinals from programs for + and and the constant n of the number of variables.
Proof Assume by way of contradiction that this works. One could generalize the synthesizing procedure such that also, if some of the parameters are invalid, the resulting learner still counts down the ordinal whenever it makes a mind change and abstains from mind changes if the ordinal cannot be counted down.
So assume now that M k would be the so obtained learner for the case that the value of n is k. Taking n 2 f1; 2g, one obtains two learner which both always converge but which might make wrong guesses in the case that k 6 = n. Let I( ) denote the ideal generated by range( ), the enumeration process of this ideal is always computable using + and . Now one outputs for each the following program M( ):
1 if x is enumerated into I( ); 0 if there is k 2 f1; 2g such that (8 2 I( ) 2j j ) (9 2 I( x) ) range( ) 6 range( ) _ M k ( ) 6 = M k ( )].
Since both learners converge on every text for a given ideal I, it follows that there is some locking sequence 0 which furthermore satis es I = I( 0 ). Now, whenever range ( 0 ) range( ) and j 0 j then there is a string in 0 with range( ) = range( ). It follows that M k ( ) = M k ( ) for all 2 I( ) and so ' M( ) (x) cannot take the value 0 if x 2 I( ). But ' M( ) (x) = 1 since x 2 I( ) and so ' M( ) is de ned and correct for x 2 I. If x = 2 I( ) then x is never enumerated into this set and so ' M( ) (x) does not take the value 1. But it takes the value 0 since one of the learners M k is correct for the given ring and for every 2 I( ) , in particular for all considered in the de nition of M( ), there is an 2 I( x) with M k ( ) outputting an index for I( x) which is di erent from the index for I( ), so all the considered have an 2 I( x) with M( ) 6 = M( ).
The current procedure is only a BC-learner, but it outputs characteristic indices for the ideals to be learned. The procedure to transform such a learner into an Ex-learner given in Theorem 3.4 is e ective and can thus be included into the synthesis for an Ex-learner for the rings (Q x 1 ]; +; ) and (Q x 1 ; x 2 ]; +; ) where the synthesizer needs only programs for + and . Such a synthesizer does not exist by Theorem 3.7 and therefore, it is impossible to synthesize learners respecting some given ordinal mind change bound according to some xed notation O for ordinals for (Q x 1 ]; +; ) and (Q x 1 ; x 2 ]; +; ) from the number n of variables and programs for + and . The coincidence between the Artinian rings and the learnability with a constant bound on the number of mind changes does not depend on the actual representation of the ring. The next result shows that this for the mind change bound ! is not longer true. There is a ring having two representations: in the rst one it is possible to learn with the mind change bound ! while in the second one there is even not an Ex-learner, but of course still a BC-learner. : : : y nm m . So whenever a prime ideal contains a polynomial, it must also contain some factor y k . Furthermore, if it contains y k and y l for di erent indices k; l then it contains 1. So all prime ideals are nitely generated and the ring is Noetherian 24, Theorem 8].
The rst representation is the standard one where the subset E = Q y 1 ; y 2 ; : : :] of R is recursive and the codes for all variables y 1 ; y 2 ; : : : are computable from k and the codes for a rationals q are also known. Furthermore, one has a decision procedure for the set F of all monomials. One knows that every ideal I is generated by the set I \ E. Furthermore, one can show that whenever the monomials b 1 ; b 2 ; : : :; b n are relatively prime and q 1 ; q 2 ; : : :; q n are nonzero rationals then any ideal containing a (q 1 b 1 + q 2 b 2 + : : : + q n b n ) contains also a itself since q 1 b 1 + q 2 b 2 + : : : + q n b n 2 H. So it follows that the ideal I is even generated by I \ F. One can furthermore see that the given ring is principal: Given a nite generator of the ring, one can represent it as ab 1 : : x kn n appears. Then one makes a mind change to the superideal generated by b and counts down the counter to k 1 + k 2 + : : : + k n which is properly below the last value. The second representation is more complicated since one has to code the K-enumerable but not K-recursive set fk : W k is niteg into the ring in order to spoil an Ex-learner. So one generates an in nite sequence x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : such that every x k either equals to y h or to y h y l for some h; l where furthermore every variable y h (or y l ) is linked to exactly one x k .
The implementation is based on doing the following: One enumerates simultaneously the rationals and sets E k where E k is either the set fq 0 x k + q 1 : q 0 ; q 1 2 Qg or the set fq 0 x k + q 1 y h + q 2 y l + q 3 : q 0 ; q 1 ; q 2 ; q 3 2 Qg with x k = y h y l . Now E is just the multiplicative and additive closure of E 0 E 1 : : : and the enumeration process is made to be one-one. Each E k has a subset I k consisting of all q 0 x k in the rst case and of all q 0 x k + q 1 y 1 , q 0 x k + q 2 y l in the second case. The enumeration procedure has also to be done such that the sets E k ? I k are uniformly enumerable. There multiplicative closure H is then also enumerable. The enumeration process is adapted from that in Theorems 3.7 and 3.8. The enumeration process puts the rationals q 0 into all sets E k while the other elements are disjoint. The E k and their closures under + and are enumerated simultaneously, also the sets E k ? I k as subsets of E k and their closure H under multiplication and the set R = Q y 1 ; y 2 ; : : :] H . Each E k contains x k and candidates for y h ; y l . In each stage (t; k) one does the following:
Check whether W k;t+1 has more elements than W k . If so, take the current candidates for y h ; y l and assign to them q x k , 1 q where q > 1 is taken so large that { any two previously enumerated elements become equal (in order to preserve the one-one-ness of the enumeration), { nor any already enumerated q 0 x k +q 1 y h +q 2 y l +q 3 goes from E k ?I k into I k , that is, if q 3 6 = 0 _ (q 1 6 = 0^q 2 6 = 0) then also q 2 1 q + q 3 6 = 0 (in order to preserve the uniform enumeration of all E k ? I k ). Now enumerate all elements already in E k of the form q 0 x + q 1 (with respect to the new notation) with q 1 6 = 0 into E k ?I k and generate two new candidates for y h and y l .
In both cases, do also the following: Take the rst nite algebraic combination over the so far enumerated elements of the sets E 0 ; E 1 ; : : : which is not already equal to some enumerated combination and enumerate it into Q y 1 ; y 2 ; : : :]. Also update the set H by enumerating into it already known elements of Q y 1 ; y 2 ; : : :] in the multiplicative closure of the already enumerated parts of E k ?I k and enumerate into R all quotients of already known elements unless they have already there a representative (in order to preserve one-one-ness). The veri cation that this process does the desired things is left to the reader. The idea to show that the ideal of this ring cannot be Ex-learned in this representation is the following: If M is a recursive Ex-learner then the k where the ideal generated by x k is a prime ideal are enumerable relative to K. This fact uses that the ideals I(fx k g) generated by x k are uniformly enumerable. The next formula shows that the k such that x k generates a prime ideal are enumerable relative to K:
x k generates a prime ideal , (9 2 I(fx k g) ) M( ) is a locking sequence of a proper prime ideal], that is, M( ) = M( ) for all 2 I(fx k g) and, for all a; b; t with a b = x k , it holds that, whenever ' M( ) (a); ' M( ) (b) are de ned within t stages, then at least one of these values is 1. Since M is by assumption an Ex-learner, M( ) is a correct and total program which computes the ideal generated by x k . If W k is in nite then all candidates for y h ; y l are removed during the construction and x k generates a maximal ideal which is also prime. So whenever a b = x k then one of them has to be in the ideal and either ' M( ) (a) or ' M( ) (b) is 1. If W k is nite then y h ; y l exist, they are just identical with the candidates for them placed in E k after enumerating the last element into W k . In particular both are variables not in the ideal generated by x k and thus ' M( ) (y h ) = 0, ' M( ) (y l ) = 0 while x k = y h y l . So x k generates a prime ideal i W k is in nite and fk : W k is in niteg would be enumerable relative to K, a contradiction. Thus a recursive Ex-learner M for the ideals does not exist in this second representation.
The Field of Rational Numbers
Learning suitable classes of subsets of elds exploit two operations, the addition + and the multiplication in the eld. There may be learning situations, where only one operation is given. So the next two theorems deal with the situation, where the semantic knowhow of the learner is a program for one operation and the other one should be learned from data. The next result shows that the multiplication can be learned if the addition is known.
Theorem 5.1 It is possible to synthesize a nite learner from an index e of the addition in the eld (Q; +; ) which learns a program for the multiplication. More precisely, one can compute from e a learner, which outputs for on any text at most one hypothesis and learns the class consisting of the single set f(a x ; a y ; a z ) : x y = zg. Proof The learner, depending on an index e for +, works as follows: It waits until tuples of the form (a ?1 ; a ?1 ; a 1 ), (a 1 ; a 1 ; a 1 ), (a ?1 ; a 0 ; a 0 ) and (a 1 ; a 0 ; a 0 ) have shown up in the text for some di erent a ?1 ; a 0 ; a 1 . Then the learner knows that a ?1 represents ?1, a 0 represents 0 and a 1 represents 1.
Knowing the index of + and the representations a ?1 ; a 0 ; a 1 for ?1, 0 and 1, one can identify for each code a the rational number q such that a = a q : let again na denote the code obtained by adding n times a. Now given a 6 = a 0 , one looks for the rst natural numbers m; n > 0 to be found such that na = ma 1 or na = ma ?1 . In the rst case one knows that q = m n , in the second case q = ? m n . So one has a computable mapping f from the set of codes into the set of (standard representations of) the rational numbers and can de ne a a 0 = f ?1 (f(a) f(a 0 )). The converse direction to learn the addition from the multiplication is not possible, in particular because there are too many ways to de ne a recursive additive operation compatible with the given multiplication. . This induced automorphism preserves the multiplicative structure but changes the additive structure. So for every induced automorphism g, the operation a p ; a q ! g(g ?1 (a p ) + g ?1 (a q )) is compatible with the multiplicative structure of (Q; ) and de nes a eld isomorphic to that of the rationals. Even if the additive structure is recursive, one cannot learn it without learning the underlying permutation f of N. But BC-learning the class of all recursive permutations of N is impossible. So no algorithm learns the addition from an index for the multiplication and any text containing the tuples (a p ; a q ; a p+q ).
So one has for the eld of rationals (and also for the ring of integers Z and the monoid of natural numbers N), that it is easy to learn the multiplication if the addition is known while the opposite direction is impossible. This result has in the real world the parallel, that pupils learn in school rst how to add natural numbers and then how to multiply them since they would face much more di culties to do it the other way round | the abstract \non-learnability" does of course not hold in such a strict sense in the real world but \di cult" is an appropriate term to describe the situation.
By the way, the construction of Theorem 5.1 highly depended on the semantic knowledge, that the learner deals with the eld of rational numbers. If one uses the ring (Q x]; +; ) instead, then the multiplication cannot be learned using only the addition. ; : : : form a basis of (Q x]; +; ) viewed as a rational vector space. Its additional structure does not change if the basis elements are permuted and therefore a learner for the multiplication must identify each permutation of the basis. Now it follows by the same arguments as in Theorem 5.2 that a learner for the multiplication needs more semantical knowledge on (Q x]; +; ) then just a program for the addition. The classes of substructures of the rationals are either trivial as the ideals or too rich as the structures of subrings, subgroups or monoids | some of these substructures are not even enumerable and thus their classes are not learnable. So it is more interesting to look at superstructures like nite dimensional rational vector spaces. They are quite common in mathematics, in particular in number theory. The next result deals with the question, which semantic information is necessary to learn the subspaces of nite dimensional vector spaces over the rational numbers from positive data.
Theorem 5.4 Let (V; +; ) be a k-dimensional rational vector space and k be nite. It is possible to synthesize a con dent Ex-learner for the class of all linear subspaces from a program for the addition + and the dimension k but it is impossible to do this from a program for + alone without having any information on the dimension k.
Proof For the negative result, the two spaces generated by one basis vector x and by two basis vectors x and y over (Q; +; ) are considered. So the elements in the rst space are all of the form qx and in the second space of the form qx + ry.
The proof is now quite parallel to Theorem 3.7. Some adaptations have to been done: A = fqx : q 2 Qg, B = fqx : q 2 Qg and C = fqx + ry : q; r 2 Q^r 6 = 0g. Furthermore, in the algorithm, the then-case has to be adapted in the way that y is not replaced by x n+1 but by px for some rational p which is so large that all the functions f(a) with a < s are mapped to (q + rp)x such that q + rp 6 = q 0 + rp 0 whenever a 6 = a 0 . After doing these small, almost syntactical, changes, the rest of the proof is remains the same. For the positive result, let e be the index of the addition and k be the dimension of the vector eld over (Q; +; ). Now M e;k searches in parallel for the rst k-tuple of linearly independent numbers and learns the subspace. Whenever a k-tuple is found to be linear dependent, it is replaced by the next k-tuple with respect in a enumeration of all k-tuples and the learning process is restarted. Indeed the set of all linearly dependent k-tuples is enumerable since (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x k ) are linearly dependent i there are integers n 1 ; n 2 ; : : :; n k such that some n i 6 = 0 and n 1 x 1 + n 2 x 2 + : : : + n k x k = 0 where 0 is the unique element satisfying 0 + 0 = 0 and the multiplication with integers is realized as in Theorem 2.4. Note that the de nition of linear dependence formally works with rational coe cients, but by multiplying the equation with all denominators of the fractions, one can obtain integer coe cients. After some mind changes the learner has found the rst linearly independent tuple (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x k ) which is used as a basis for the vector space from now on. Having (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x k ) it is possible to compute for every y the coe cients relative to this basis by searching for the rst integers n 0 ; n 1 ; : : : ; n k such that n 0 6 = 0 and n 0 y = n 1 x 1 + n 2 x 2 + : : : + n k x k | having them one knows that the i-th coordinate of y with respect to the basis (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x k ) is just n i divided by n 0 .
Having the basis coordinates for all data appearing in the text, one can easily compute a basis for the linear hull with respect to the coordinates by using the corresponding algorithms for linear vector spaces 13, Chapter 2.3] and also obtain an algorithm to check for every element whether it is inside or outside this linear subspace. Combining it with the above algorithm to compute the coordinates, one has for every nite set E an algorithm which checks whether some x belongs to the subspace V E generated by E or not. Besides the mind changes needed to nd the correct basis (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x k ) there occur at most k + 1 further mind changes when it turns out that the dimension of the subspace to be learned has to be increased from 0 to 1, from 1 to 2 and so on until the real dimension is found which is below or equal to k. The rst negative part of the Theorem even showed that for some family of the vector spaces with dimension at most 2 it is impossible to synthesize an Ex-learner for the class of the subspaces of this vector space from an index of the addition. So if it would be possible to generate learners which satisfy an ordinal bound on the mind changes via some xed notation of ordinals, one could e ectively produce the union of the learners M e;0 and M e;1 in the construction and obtain an Ex-learner for both cases. However such a learner does not exist and it is impossible to synthesize a learner from an index of the addition and the dimension of the space which respects ordinal mind change bounds with respect to a xed notation of ordinals.
A corollary to the previous theorem is that it is impossible to synthesize an Ex-learner for an Artinian ring from programs of + and . | To see this one takes a rational vector space with generators x; z or x; y; z where the multiplication is de ned by the tables x x = 0, x y = 0, x z = x, y y = 0, y z = y and z z = z. This multiplication can be extended to one on the whole ring by multiplying any two linear combinations in the obvious way and then using the above rules to regain a linear combination of x; y; z, for example (3x + z) (2x + 2z) = 6x 2 + 8xz + 2z 2 = 2z. Now any subspace generated by some linear combinations of x and y (provided that y exists) is also an ideal and so one can translate the di culty of learning subspaces to the di culty of learning ideals of Artinian rings.
Corollary 5.5 For Artinian rings the following is impossible:
(a) To synthesize an Ex-learner from programs for + and ; (b) To synthesize a learner using a xed notation of ordinals O; (c) To compute an indexed family for the ideals from the length n and programs for + and . So one cannot synthesize a learner from the ring operations + and for nite dimensional rational vector spaces which are a ring at the same time. But this is possible, if the multiplication is invertible on nonzero elements, that is, if the ring is already a eld. Theorem 5.6 It is possible to synthesize, from programs for addition and multiplication, a con dent Ex-learner which learns characteristic indices for the subspaces of a number eld of nite degree.
Proof Let (F; +; ) be an algebraic number eld of nite degree, that is, Q F and the given eld is furthermore some nite dimensional rational vector space where the vector multiplication is just the restriction of the eld multiplication to the case where one of the factors is a rational number. Using addition and multiplication, one can approximate from below the largest n such that there is a polynomial p 2 (Q x]; +; ) which is not reducible over (Q; +; ) but evaluates some element x 2 F to 0. This n is the dimension of the vector space 13, Theorem 4.1.8].
So one converges in the limit to the correct n and restarts the learner always when the n changes. After the last restart, the learner succeeds with the parameters +, and n to Ex-learn the subspaces from positive data.
Unars and Partially Ordered Sets
Unars are algebras, where all operations are functions in one variable. A closed set in a unar (U; f 1 ; f 2 ; : : :; f n ) is a set A U which satis es f 1 (x); f 2 (x); : : :; f n (x) 2 A for all x 2 A. The functions f 1 ; f 2 ; : : :; f n are requested to be total and recursive. From the learning-theoretic viewpoint, unars are equivalent to partially ordered sets (P; v) where the ordering is re exive (x v x), transitive (x v y^y v z ) x v z) and enumerable (in the sense that the set f(x; y) : x v yg is enumerable). One direction, that the functions f 1 ; f 2 ; : : :; f n de ne a partial ordering and all subsets of a unar closed under f 1 ; f 2 ; : : : ; f n are exactly the subsets closed under this ordering is quite straightforward 20]; Sulka 40] observed that also the converse holds: one can identify closed subsets of a partially ordered sets with subalgebras of a suitable B-algebra | an algebra is a B-algebra i the union of arbitrary subalgebras is again a subalgebra. Fact 6.1 (b) is an adaption of his Theorem 18 meeting the following additional constraints: one uses only two unary functions and considers notions of e ectiveness and learnability. For every pair (x; y), the x and the y can be uniquely determined by inspecting f: One searches for the rst v; w such that f v ((x; y)) = f w ((x; y) ). Then x = w ? v ? 2. If v > 0 then y = w?1 else v = 0 and one looks for the unique u 2 f1; 2; : : :; wg such that f u ((x; y)) has two predecessors and knows that y = u ? 1. Since one can identify x and y in any representation, it follows that all recursive representations are recursively isomorphic. The connection h between (P; v) and (U; f; g) is de ned by h((x; y)) = x. A set A U is closed i A = h ?1 (B) for some closed B P. | First, one shows that every closed set A is of the form A = h ?1 (B) where B = h(A): This is equivalent to showing that (x; y) 2 A , (x; 0) 2 A for any closed set A. If (x; y + 1) 2 A then also (x; y) 2 A by (x; y) = f((x; y + 1)) and iterating this process gives (x; 0) 2 A. Furthermore, using g iteratively, (x; z) 2 A for all even z and by again using once f, one has that (x; z) 2 A also for all odd z. Second, one shows that A is closed if B is: Let (x; y) 2 A. Now also f((x; y)) 2 A since f((x; y)) = (x; y 0 ) for some y 0 . Consider g((x; y)) = (x 0 ; y 0 ). If x 0 6 = x then it follows that x 0 v x, x 0 2 B and therefore (x 0 ; y 0 ) 2 A by h((x 0 ; y 0 )) = x 0 2 B. Proof (a ) b): For any x, let B x = fy : x v y^y v xg be the equivalence class represented by x. Assume now by way of contradiction that there is an in nite set fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : :g of elements such that any two elements belong to di erent equivalence classes. By Ramsey's Theorem, there is an in nite subset fy 1 ; y 2 ; : : :g which is homogeneous for v. If now y n 6 v y m for all n; m with n < m then the closed sets generated by fy 1 ; y 2 ; : : :; y n g would form an in nite ascending chain. But such a chain does not exist since (P; v) is Noetherian. So y 1 w y 2 w : : :; since every y n belongs to a di erent equivalence class it follows that y 1 = y 2 = : : : and the closed sets generated by fy 1 g; fy 2 g; : : : are an in nite descending chain. But such a chain contradicts the fact that (P; v) is Artinian. | This is due to the fact that if x and y are not in the same equivalence class then they generate di erent closed sets: either the closed set generated by x does not contain y of the one generated by y does not contain x. So the number of closed sets is an upper bound for the number of equivalence classes and so there are only nitely many equivalence classes generated by some representatives x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n . The learning algorithm is now quite straight forward: For any , compute the set D = fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n g \ range( ) and output an index f(D) for the set fy : (9x 2 D) y v x]g.
A mind change occurs only if some new representative of an equivalence class shows up and this can happen at most n times. So the class is Ex-learnable with the number n of equivalence classes as a mind change bound.
(c ) a). If n is a mind change bound of the learner, then there is no ascending chain A 0 ; A 1 ; : : :; A n ; A n+1 . So every ascending and also descending chain has at most length n and (P; v) is Artinian and Noetherian.
The mono-unars, that is, the unars with only 1 function f, are an important special case among the class of all unars. They are a real restriction since for example a dense linear ordering like the structure of the rationals cannot be isomorphic to the structure of the closed subsets of a mono-unar. Ehrenfeucht 14] announced and Ivanov 22] proved that their theory is decidable. Marcus 32, 33] extended the research on the number of models of the theory of mono-unars. The next result shows, that the closed sets of mono-unars are easy to learn. M with input computes for every x 2 D the rst number n(x) such that f n(x) (x) 2 range( ); if no f n (x) is in range( ) then one de nes n(x) = !. The set E = ff n(x) : x 2 D^n(x) < !g is unique and a minimal generator of the closed set generated by range( ).
M outputs a program g(E) for W g(E) = ff m (x) : x 2 E^m 0g.
M xes the mind change counter to P x2D n(x). Now the correctness and recursiveness of the learner is veri ed.
M is recursive. | The crucial step is to show that there is a decision procedure to detect whether n(x) = !. This can be done by nding for each y 2 range( ) the unique x 2 D such that f n (x) = y for some n. This is a nite process and those x 2 D for which there is no such y 2 range( ) are exactly the x with n(x) = !.
At every step, the hypothesis is exactly the one generated by range( ). | If some f n (x) 2 range( ) for some x 2 D, then there is a minimal m for this x with f m (x) 2 range( ) and n(x) = m. It follows that f m (x) is in E and, by n m, f n (x) is in the closed set generated by E. On the other hand, E range( ) and thus E and range( ) generate the same closed sets. Every change of the hypothesis causes the counter to go down. | Assume that the hypothesis for a is di erent from the one for . Then there is exactly one x with f n (x) = a; the value n new (x) = n < n old (x) while n new (y) = n old (y) for all y 2 D ? fxg. So the new value P x2D n new (x) of the mind change counter is below the old value P x2D n old (x). So the learner always converges and the ordinal counter is updated properly. The initial value of the ordinal is jDj !. This completes the proof.
The converse does not hold. For every ordering generated by a unar with one variable, it must hold that whenever x < y < z then the further elements between x and z are neither incomparable to y nor equivalent to y | since f n (z) = x for some n and the elements in between are the linearly ordered sequence f 1 (z); f 2 (z); : : :; f n?1 (z). But there are nite sets P not satisfying these restrictions; they still have only nitely many closed subsets and these are Ex-learnable with a constant mind change bound.
So the unars having only 1 function cannot be characterized in terms of learnability. The next two results are again parallel to the corresponding results for Noetherian rings, they show that learning closed subsets of unars with two variables is much more di cult and here again there are two main variants of the di culty: either only BC-learnability or already Ex-learnability plus an ordinal bound on the number of mind changes. Since is also in A x , is a locking sequence for A x and M( ) is an index for A x . Since the statement is also satis ed if only 2 B x are considered, is a locking sequence also for B x . It then follows that M( ) is an index for both and A x = B x . So one has that the set fx : A x = B x g is enumerable relative to K. But A x = B x i W x is in nite. Now one has the contradiction that fx : jW x j = 1g is enumerable relative to K, a contradiction. For Artinian rings, it was possible to synthesize an Ex-learner from programs for + and . This is impossible for unars and for partially ordered sets which are Artinian and Noetherian.
Corollary 6.5 It is impossible to synthesize an Ex-learner from a program enumerating v for the class of all Artinian and Noetherian partially ordered sets.
Proof Let P x = f0; 1; : : : ; xg N be an isomorphic copy of the partially ordered set from the previous theorem. If there is a procedure to synthesize an Ex-learner for (P x ; v) from a program for v restricted to P x , then one can construct a learner for (P; v): The learner M rst guesses ;. If there shows up some pair (x; y) then M knows that ; is wrong and that the closed set to be learned is in A 0 ; B 0 ; A 1 ; B 1 ; : : : ; A x ; B x . These closed sets can be recovered from knowing only the pairs (x 0 ; y 0 ) with x 0 x and so one synthesizes a learner for the restricted problem (P x ; v) and feeds the learner only with those data-items, which also belong to the restricted domain. Each of its nitely many guesses e is then translated into a guess for W e f(x 0 ; y 0 ) : x 0 > xg, this sequence of the modi ed guesses converges to an index for the desired closed set.
The ordering v is not only enumerable but also recursive if (P; v) is Artinian and Noetherian. If now, instead of an enumeration procedure, a decision procedure for v is given, then this index can be transformed into a program for an indexed family for the nitely many closed sets and one can use this program to synthesize a learner 5, Theorems 7 and 9].
Similarly to the case of rings, one can transform an Ex-learner for the closed sets of Proof If ! is a recursive ordinal then there is an ordering v on N which is isomorphic to the reverse ordering of . Since the closed sets have the same inclusion structure as the ordering v, it follows that no learner with an ordinal mind change bound strictly below succeeds. But there is an Ex-learner which succeeds always with mind change bound :
Its guess is always fx : (9y 2 range( )) x v y]g and the ordinal the reverse order type of fx : (8y 2 range( )) y < x]g. Unnecessary syntactic mind changes are avoided by changing the hypothesis only for those x where x 6 v y for any y 2 range( ).
Some Related Models
If rings are not Noetherian, then there might be a second cause why some ideals are not learnable: they are just not enumerable and so no program generating them can be found. Therefore, it might be reasonable to consider only the class of all enumerable ideals and not of all ideals. But one can still prove some variant of Theorem 3.1. The following theorem gives the main parallel results but also points out some di erences. Theorem 7.1 Given a ring (R; +; ) and the class S of its enumerable ideals (with respect to some xed representation).
(a) Every nitely generated ideal is in S. (b) S is BC-learnable i every ideal in S is nitely generated. (c) If S is Ex-learnable then every ideal in S is recursive. (d) If S is con dently Ex-learnable then (R; +; ) is Noetherian. This condition becomes \if and only if" if learnability relative to the oracle K is considered.
Proof (a): For any enumerable set, one can also enumerate its closure with respect to the recursive operations + and , that is, the ideal generated by the set. This is in particular true for ideals generated by a nite set.
(b): The proof of this fact is absolutely parallel to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
(c): Let M be a recursive Ex-learner for S and let I 2 S be the e-th enumerable set W e . Now for every x there is a text T e;x enumerating the ideal generated by I fxg, the elements of the text are uniformly computable in e, x and their position in the text. Furthermore, I
has a locking sequence 2 I . Now I is also coenumerable by x = 2 I , (9 T e;x ) M( ) 6 = M( )] and thus I is recursive.
(d): Let I be an ideal which is not nitely generated; note that I might be outside S.
Since R is recursive, R and I are both countable. So there is a text x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : for I. Then there is an ascending chain of nitely generated ideals I 0 ; I 1 ; : : : whose union is I where I 0 = f0g and I n+1 is the ideal generated by I n fx m g for the rst m with x m = 2 I n which exists since I n is by induction hypothesis a nitely generated subideal of I and I is not nitely generated. Now also I n+1 is nitely generated, namely by the elements x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x m , and is also a subset of I since the generators are in I. A learner M for S must learn all ideals I n and there is an in nite text T for I which has for each I n a pre x n T such that n is a locking sequence for I n , in particular M( n ) generates I n . So M makes in nitely many mind changes on this text and is not con dent.
So S can only be learned by a learner M with some ordinal bound on the number of mind changes if every ideal of the ring is nitely generated and the ring is Noetherian.
To see the relativized result, note that the nonlearnability of rings which are not Noetherian only uses the existence of in nite ascending chains of nitely generated ideals and therefore holds also for nonrecursive learners. The other direction one uses the following Ex K]-learner:
For input x 0 x 1 : : : x n one computes the set F n of all x m which are not in the ideal generated by the x k with k < m and outputs an index g(F n ) for the ideal W g(Fn) generated by the nite set F n .
It is easy to verify that the sets F n generate the same ideal as fx 0 ; x 1 ; : : :; x n g. Furthermore,
the union F of all F n is also nite and generates the same ideal as the whole text. The learner makes a mind change only if F n+1 is a proper superset of F n which happens only nitely often. So the learner converges and one can use the result of Ambainis, Jain and Sharma 2] is not in the ideal generated by J e;s and replace the occurrences of y k by s+1 (k) everywhere.
Let J e;s+1 = J e fpg and J e 0 ;s+1 = J e 0 ;s for all e 0 6 = e. The notation p y k ! q] denotes the polynomial obtained by replacing y k by q wherever y k occurs. The rst thing to show is that it is possible to execute every part of the algorithm, in particular to nd the values q for the y k where necessary. This is based on the following easy fact:
Let J be a nite set of polynomials not containing the variable y and let p = p 0 + y p 1 + y 2 p 2 + : : : + y n p n be a polynomial outside the ideal I generated by J. Then for all s 0 s, the algorithm increases some set J e 0 with e 0 e and so makes one of these sets in nite, a contradiction to the previously found fact that these sets are all nite.
The domain of is coin nite and thus the constructed ring is (isomorphic to) the ring (Q x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :]; +; ). | This can be seen by showing that every sequence a s;e converges to some a e = 2 dom( ). Fix this e. Then there is a stage s such that J e 0 ;s = J e 0 for all e 0 e. Now for all further stages s 0 , only some k = a s 0 ;e 0 with e 0 > e are enumerated into dom( ) and thus a s 0 +1;e = a s 0 ;e for all s 0 s. Since the a s;e are di erent for di erent e (and the same s), they converge all to di erent a e and dom( ) is coin nite.
There is an Ex-learner M for the class S of all nitely generated ideals. | M is de ned inductively by M( ) = 0 and M( ) is the rst e maxfM( ) :
g such that J e;j j range( ) W e;j j+e .
Blum and Blum 8, Theorem 2] showed that it is su cient to prove that M converges on every recursive text. So let T be a recursive text for some ideal I in S and T has in nitely many indices e 0 ; for any such index e 0 and every T the equation W e 0 ;j j = range( ) holds. Let T be such that range( ) generates I. Then, for all indices e 0 of T, J e 0 range( ).
Let e 0 be any index larger than M( ) of T. Now all between and T ( T) satisfy J e 0 ;j j range( ) W e 0 ;j j+e 0 and thus M( ) e 0 . So M converges on T to some index e. If follows that J e range( ) W e for almost all T and so J e I W e . Since W e is the ideal generated by J e , the ideals I and W e are equal. So M Ex-learns all enumerable ideals from recursive texts; a new machine that converges on all texts can be synthesized from any program for M.
Having that the equality is recursive, it is straightforward to translate the present coding via a many-one and onto function into a one-one-coding of the ring. Learnability and enumerability of ideals are preserved into both directions of such an e ective isomorphism and this completes the proof. The recursiveness of the equality is not given explicitly but implicitly. Nevertheless it is possible to modify the proof such that the equality comes out of the construction in a straight forward way. The idea to achieve this is based on the observation that, for every polynomial p and every variable x occurring in p, there One basic property of the construction is that is to nd a representation of a ring which is not Noetherian such that the subclass of the enumerable ideals coincide with the nitely generated ideals. This result has some parallel in the Theory of unars: Khoussainov 28, Theorem 3] constructed a recursive unar having uncountably many closed subsets, for which the recursive, enumerable and nitely generated closed subsets coincide. The main advantage of his construction is that this property holds for all recursive representations of the unar. By Fact 6.1, it is su cient to prove this for a partially ordered set in one recursive representation. The next result is Khoussainov's construction plus an easy additional proof that the class of the enumerable closed sets are Ex-learnable. In the two previous results, an ideal or closed set is nitely generated i it is enumerable. Motivated from this coincidence, it might be interesting to study learning only nitely generated objects in general. This approach is also interesting since it is independent of the representation of the underlying algebraic structure and the class of the nitely generated objects is the same in every representation while enumerability may depend on the representation. BC-learning is now always possible and so the interesting question is to ask when Ex-learning is possible. The approach of learning only nitely generated objects is quite general and therefore it is worth and possible to study also the learnability of nitely generated subgroups, subrings and monoids in the eld of the rationals.
A subgroup is generated by E if it is generated by f?x; x : x 2 Eg as a monoid. So every nitely generated subgroup is also a nitely generated monoid and therefore it is su cient to establish Ex-learnability for the class of all nitely generated monoids. Finitely generated monoids have a decision procedure which can be computed from any representation of E. Therefore one can translate the direct BC-learning algorithm into an Ex-learning algorithm by making a mind change only if the new element a n is not in the monoid generated by the previous elements a 0 ; a 1 ; : : :; a n?1 of the given text a 0 ; a 1 ; : : : for the monoid to be learned. Proposition 7.4 The class of all nitely generated monoids within (Q; +) is Ex-learnable.
The corresponding learner can be synthesized from an index of the additive operation +. None of the types of generalized mind change bounds 41] can be satis ed since there is an ascending chain of nitely generated subgroups in (Q; +): The n-th member of such a chain is generated by f?2 ?n ; 2 ?n g. So in particular no ordinal bound on the number of mind changes is possible. Since the monoids witnessing this are already subgroups, the same negative result holds for learning subgroups of the rationals.
For nitely generated subrings, the following theorem shows that one can synthesize an Ex-learner from indices of the addition and the multiplication. A program for the addition alone is not su cient for synthesizing a learner, but a program for the addition plus the codes of ?1; 0; 1 would be su cient since one can then using the algorithm from Theorem 5.1 to identify each rational number and so nd a program for the multiplication from these informations.
Theorem 7.5 Given programs for the addition and multiplication, one can synthesize a machine which Ex-learns characteristic indices for the class of all nitely generated subrings of (Q; +; ). If any information on the multiplication is missing, such an algorithm does not exist.
Proof Given the indices for + and , one can compute a recursive one-one mapping to a standard representation of the eld (Q; +; ) and therefore it is su cient to show that the given class is learnable within the standard model. Now one shows that every nitely generated subring which contains 1 is generated by a single element of the form 1 n where n is a positive integer. | Given any rational m n with m and n being relatively prime, one has that also every rational am+bn n with a; b 2 Z is in the ring and so is 1 n since 1 = am + bn for suitable integers a; b. Given nitely many rationals of the form 1 n , they generate the same subring as their product since on the one hand the product is in the subring generated by the factors and on the other hand each factor can be obtained by adding the product The learning algorithm outputs now as a generator always 1 n for the largest squarefree number n such that 1 n has appeared in the input where n is squarefree i no prime occurs twice or more in n as a factor. Only nitely many di erent prime factors may show up in a denominator of elements and so there are only nitely many numbers of the form 1 n with n being squarefree in the subring. The largest of these n de nes then a generator of the subring.
For the second part consider any sequence starting with an arbitrary element x 0 representing 2 m for an unknown m and then de ning x n+1 such that x n = x n+1 + x n+1 . If x n = 1 then it generates the subring I n = fy x n : y 2 Zg and if x n is the rational 2 k with k < 0 then x n generates the subring R of all rationals whose denominator is a power of 2. The learner cannot nd out, whether x n = 1 or not. So it has to identify all sets I n plus the set R from positive data. This is impossible since the I n form an ascending chain whose limit is R. All previous results where formulated in a setting where a one-one coding of the represented objects was used or at least constructible from the present representation. This assumption is sometimes quite restrictive: an acceptable numbering has in nitely many codes (programs) for every function and furthermore, it is undecidable which programs are equal and which not. There are also one-one enumerations of all partial recursive functions but then, the semantical structure is lost since easy operations like xing one value to 0 cannot be carried out on the codes for the functions e ectively.
In model theory, mathematicians study many models for whose representation the equality is undecidable. The next theorem provides also an example of this type and shows, that the learnability for the two most natural representations is di erent. In such a model, a learner M learns a set L i it converges to enumerable indices of the set of all codes of elements of L. Theorem 7.6 There is a group (G; +) having two representations:
(a) The addition + is recursive but the equality = only enumerable and not recursive; (b) The equality is recursive but the addition not. Now in case (a) there is a BC-learner but no Ex-learner for the class S of all nitely generated monoids in G, in case (b) S can be Ex-learned. Proof Let p 0 ; p 1 ; : : : be the set of all primes. Now let G be the set of all nite strings 2 Z representing the functions 0 1 and + be vector addition on those functions and K be the halting-problem, that is, a well-known enumerable but nonrecursive set. Now one de nes that f = g i for all k either f(k) g(k) modulo p k or k 2 G.
Within this representation (a), each class in S is the closure of some nite class of representative under =. So one can BC-learn S by assigning to every an enumerable index for fa : In representation (b), the equality is recursive while the addition + is totally ignored. The learner only exploits that the group is chosen such that every nitely generated monoid is nite: There is a k such that all functions from the nite generator E are 0 on the components k + 1; k + 2; : : : and so is every sum of them. The de nition of the equality enforces that every function generated by E has some representation a 1 a 2 : : :a k 0 1 with a m 2 f1; 2; : : : ; p m g and so there are at most p 1 p 2 : : : p k di erent elements in the monoid generated by E. So one does not compute the generated monoid but waits for all distinct elements (with respect to =) to show up in the text and one adapts the heuristic to learn all nite sets to the present setting. For every one can compute a characteristic index f( ) for the set L = fa : (9b 2 range( )) a = b] g and to update any hypothesis f( ) at some i range( ) 6 L . This learner is an Ex-learner for S. By the rst part of this theorem, it cannot exist if the addition + is recursive. So this example showed that learnability depends much on the representation. The further dichotomy that the rst representation has only enumerable indices while the second can give characteristic ones is more due to the model itself than to learning theory since none of the nonempty sets in S in the rst representation is recursive. It is not possible to have an equivalent example for Noetherian rings since whenever the ring operations are recursive and the set f(a; a 0 ) : a = a 0 g is enumerable, then the equality is also recursive 7, Satz 3.4].
Conclusion
The present work investigated for several well-known mathematical structures how di cult it is to learn the class of all substructures (like ideals within a ring) from positive data and to which extent it is possible to synthesize learners for this task.
Monoids of the integers can be Ex-learned with mind change bound ! 2 ; such a learner can be synthesized from programs for the addition and the multiplication or alternatively from a program for the addition and the numerical code representing the ring-element 1. The program for the addition alone or a universal decision procedure for the monoids allows only to synthesize an Ex-learner without satisfying any mind change bounds.
Considering commutative recursive rings, one can show that their ideals are BC-learnable i the ring is Noetherian and the learner can be synthesized from programs for + and . The ideals of the polynomial ring over the rationals in n variables can be Ex-learned with mind change bound ! n and the synthesis of the learner needs the programs of the ring operations plus n and the codes for the n variables. It is impossible to synthesize an Ex-learner from the programs for + and alone. The Artinian rings are exactly those whose ideals can be Ex-learned with a constant bound on the number of mind changes where this constant is the length n of the ring. The synthesis of such a learner needs a program of an indexed family plus the length n as input; giving programs for the ring operations plus n alone still allows to synthesize a con dent Ex-learner but no ordinal mind change bound with respect to a given notation of ordinals can be guaranteed.
Furthermore, one could show that the subspaces of nite dimensional vector spaces are learnable. Subrings of the rationals are not learnable. Also the multiplication of the rationals can be learned if a program for the addition is present but not vice versa.
The present work addressed learning from positive data only. One can also consider learning from positive and negative data 19] which in some cases allows learnability where it was not possible before. Also it might bring down mind change complexity from ! n to ! n?1 for the classes considered in Theorems 2.1 and 4.3. In general larger speed ups can be obtained for suitable classes: Ambainis, Jain and Sharma 2] showed that for union of n nonerasing pattern languages, the ordinal mind change complexity is ! n for learning from positive data and (n ? 1)! for learning from both, positive and negative data. The class of all cosingle sets N ? fxg is nitely learnable from positive and negative data (and thus satis es the mind change bound 0) but any learning algorithm using positive data only cannot keep any mind change bound.
It has been shown that the Ex-learnability of the ideals is not invariant with respect to the recursive representation of the ring. But it is still open to nd a ring-theoretic characterizations for the classes of those rings whose ideals are Ex-learnable in one or in all representations, respectively. The counterexample to show that BC-learnability of the ideals does not imply Ex-learnability coded some recursion-theoretic problem into the structure of the ring; there are very similar rings without this coding whose ideals are Ex-learnable in one representation. Therefore it is not likely that there is, at least for the rst question, a beautiful ring-theoretic characterization as in the cases of BC-learning or learning with a constant bound on the mind changes.
Ideals or subgroups I can be viewed as a congruence relation: a and a 0 are congruent i a ? a 0 2 I. Kasymov 26 ] extended Baur's work 7] for congruence relations and some of the results obtained here can also be transferred to this abstract notions. This would give some applications in learning theory. One can generalize learnability to the model of Blum, Shub and Smale 9] who used oracle calls instead of programs for + and as in the present work. This idea could be made very general and adapted to noncountable domains. Somehow one has to adjust the learning criteria then: Ex-learnability would mean the existence of syntactic locking-sequences in the sense that for every ideal I there is a nite set F, a bound b and an index e such that M( ) = e for all 2 I with F range( ) and j j b; BC-learnability can be obtained by weakening the condition \M( ) = e" to \M( ) is an index for I". These concepts allow to de ne learnability on every ring and to extend the characterization that Noetherian rings are exactly those whose ideals are BC-learnable. Note that here the usage of oracles is more general than in the standard use within learning theory 1, 18] since the learned programs contain oracle calls.
A further approach is learning from recursive texts only. Although Blum and Blum 8] showed that the restriction to recursive texts does not increase the learnability of a recursive Ex-learner, this is no longer true in many modi ed settings. Nonrecursive learners may nd a program for the text and then also know the language generated by it 37, Proposition 5.5.2A], the same holds for learners which output an in nite sequence of nite variants of the language to be learned 11]. All uniformly recursive classes of languages are also BClearnable from recursive text 10], even if these texts are permitted to be noisy in the sense that correct data-items occur in nitely often and some nite amount of incorrect data is added 44].
The dyadic rationals fn 2 ?m : m; n 2 N;n < 2 m g in the haf-open interval from 0 to 1 form with the addition \modulo 1" (for example, 0:75 + 0:625 = 0:375) an additive group whose subgroups are all nitely generated except the whole group itself. So the class S of all subgroups is not BC-learnable from all texts. But since it is uniformly recursive, it is BClearnable from recursive text. So learning from recursive text only increases the quantity of learnable classes and this fact is a motivation for future research in this direction.
